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Scale textures appear on a variety of figures. In this class covers a few techniques to paint two major types of
sculpted scales in a quick, attractive manner.

Materials I Use
If you want results most similar to mine, I recommend you try to find materials and tools as close to what I’m using
as possible. Below you will find information on the materials I’m using, and suggestions for alternatives. However,
don’t feel as if you need to have exactly what I’m using to participate! You’ll learn more if you just grab the closest
tools and colours you have and sit down and give it a shot than if you wait until you have the perfect supplies.

Figures
Please have your figures ready to paint at the start of class. For Reaper Bones figures, clean them by dipping in
isopropyl alcohol, or scrub with dish soap and rinse well with water. I recommend washing metal figures as well,
and these should also be primed in advance of the class.
On the left is the class figure - the Nagendra Swordsman from pack 77695. The Nagendra archer (centre right) from
pack 77697 is my second choice. Both have a mix of smaller scales and large scale plates.

Many Nagendra figures in the Reaper catalog will also work, though the Nagendra Leaders have smaller areas of
scales to practice some of the techniques on. SKUs include: 77693, 3979, 3963, 3916, 3896, 3887, and 3888. The
Giant Snake (44078/3676) is another good option. The Giant Cobra (77321/3679) or Xiloxoch, Naga (77511) are
also great choices. These two are larger, so you may need to pick a smaller area to work on during the class time and
finish the rest of the figure up later.

Brushes
We will be drybrushing the smaller scales. Larger, softer brushes with rounded edges like makeup brushes give a
great result, and I will demonstrate these for you in the class. But please use whatever brushes you have on hand for
painting base coats and drybrushing.
If possible, please have a sable brush with a sharp point available to try out some of the other painting techniques.
Reaper’s 8603 and 8604 are examples of the type of brush I mean. A newer synthetic brush with a fine point may
also work, though possibly not as well.
Examples of the brushes I’ll be using are in a picture on the following page. The bottom scale is inches, the upper
numbered scale is centimetres, with the figure on the left for you to gauge the size of the brushes another way.

Paint Colours
I will be using these paint colours:
9106 Flow Improver (optional), 9107 Brush-on
Sealer, 9109 Ruddy Leather, 9136 Walnut
Brown, 9247 Saffron Sunset, 9303 NMM Gold
Highlight, and 89510 Numeria Rust.
You can see a scan of these colours to the left.
My class colours are in the leftmost column.
Some suggested Reaper alternatives for each
colour are in the columns on the right, so you
can try to find similar colours in your paint
collection.
You could also use a different colour family
entirely - golden browns, or khaki greens, say.
The key is to have a set of colours of similar
values (lightness and darkness) to the colours
I’ve selected. I have converted the scan to black
and white below so you can better judge the
values of the colours.

A Note on Paint Dilution
Several techniques work best with paint diluted to be semi-transparent. Water is the most common paint diluent, and
it often works well. However, using water alone makes paint runnier, which can make it more difficult to control.
Washes thinned only with water can also leave tide marks, and occasionally pigment will fall out of suspension in a
water-only mix, which is particularly likely with metallics.
Another diluent option is medium. There are a myriad of medium options. Look for matte or glaze medium in
product names. Reaper’s Brush-On Sealer is essentially a matte medium. Reaper’s Wash Medium is half medium,
half water, which is a good ratio for mixing washes. If you use medium instead of water to mix a wash, you can
apply it directly to an unpainted Reaper Bones figure without the paint beading up.
Flow Improver is not a medium. It is an additive you can mix with paint to make it flow more smoothly for painting
details or doing lining on scales. Adding Flow Improver to washes also helps avoid tide lines. It has a runnier
consistency than medium.

Painting Techniques for Scales
Drybrushing
Drybrushing is best suited to tabletop painting, as it is difficult to avoid a grainy, rough-looking finish. Gentler
drybrush techniques work well with large soft brushes like makeup brushes that can give a smoother looking result,
however. Rough drybrushing works best with stiffer synthetic brushes. Larger flat or filbert shape brushes of size 2,
4, or even 6 work well, along with a smaller round brush for smaller or hard-to-reach places. Keep worn out sable
brushes to use on smaller areas. Drybrushing is very rough on brushes, don’t use your precision brushes for this!
Begin by base coating the figure in a midtone
colour. Choose or mix a colour a few steps lighter
than the base coat for the first drybrush layer.
Make sure your brush is fairly dry by wiping it on
paper towels or pressing it between layers of
paper towel. Dip the brush into first drybrush
layer mix. Wipe the brush across a dry paper
towel and tamp the end of the brush against the
towel a few times. Keep wiping until you see
only a little paint coming off the brush.
Once the brush is prepared, draw the flat side of
the brush across the texture. Apply only a light
amount of pressure. The aim is to deposit the
paint on the tops of the texture, but to not allow
any paint to go into the crevices. Use both sides
of the brush. After a minute or two, the brush will run out of paint. Repeat the steps of loading it with paint and
wiping most of the paint off on a paper towel.
Once you’ve covered the area with the first colour mix, you can apply additional layers of successively lighter
colours to build up highlights. Each lighter colour should be applied with ever gentler pressure, and to just the upper
areas of texture, and/or to sections that would receive more light. Avoid large jumps in colour between layers and
use more layer steps to get a better looking result.
Drybrushing is usually combined with the technique of washing. If you use a dark wash after the base coat stage,
begin the drybrushing step by drybrushing your base coat mid-tone colour all over the area.
You will get a smoother result if you use a light touch and wipe the brush over the texture with controlled strokes,
rather than scrubbing it over the texture with a heavy hand. However, I encourage you to experiment with different

types of brushes, and different pressures and directions to see which approach works best with different types of
textures or what kind of different effects you can create.

Washes
A wash is heavily thinned paint that is applied over an area of sculpted texture. As it dries, it settles into the recesses
and crevices and darkens them, accenting the appearance of the texture. Washes are usually used in conjunction with
a highlighting method such as drybrushing.
Although most of the wash settles into the recesses, applying a wash will always slightly darken the entire surface.
You will need to use drybrushing or other techniques to bring back the original basecoat colour on raised surfaces.
You could also experiment with doing your drybrushing steps first and then doing a wash to unify everything and
darken the scale crevices.
To mix a wash, dilute the paint with a mix of water and medium (or add a little flow improver) until it is quite
transparent. You can test the transparency by painting it over a page of text. It should clearly deposit colour, but you
should still be able to read most of the text. You can also test whether you’ve chosen a good wash colour/dilution by
painting a practice figure with your base coat colour and then testing the wash colour on it.
Any brush of suitable size can be used to apply a wash. Dip the bristles of the brush into the wash, and then brush it
liberally over the area. Add more paint to your brush as necessary. You may find it helpful to hold the figure in an
orientation that helps the wash settle into the crevices. For example, if painting wings, hold the figure on its back
and paint the wash on the front size of the wings. Once it dries, flip it over to its stomach and paint the wash on the
back of the wings.

Shadow Layers (or Selective Washes)
A single wash rarely provides enough contrast to create a visually attractive figure. You can apply additional coats of
your wash colour selectively into shadow areas. Or you can mix a darker or slightly more opaque wash and apply
that into the deep shadow areas. Use a damp brush on the edges of the wash while it is still wet to create a smooth
transition between more and less shadowed areas. This is a simplified version of the layering technique, and can add
a lot of visual impact to your figures for a small investment of time and effort.
As with standard washes, you can experiment with applying the shadow steps before or after the drybrushing
highlights step.

Lining
Lining involves painting somewhat thinned dark paint where shapes or areas meet, such as the line between the
sleeve and the arm on a figure. Lining makes it easier for the viewer to interpret where and what the various areas of
the figure are at a distance, and makes the painting look cleaner.
While washes can do a decent job of shading most textures, the most polished and contrasted result on something
like larger scales will be obtained by lining. Small scales are a low-relief texture. You may need to line between the
scales if you want them to look strongly defined like in the below right picture. I wrote more about the process of
lining scales in a blog post you can read for additional information.

To make liner paint flow more fluidly, you may want to add flow improver to it. Lining is most easily done with a
sable brush that has a narrow bristle head shape and a fine tapering point.

Streak Painting Technique
The use of fine parallel lines to paint textures on
miniatures is not uncommon. It’s often used to paint
horn or carapace, and is an increasingly popular
technique used to create cloth texture on larger scale
figures. I learned the about the technique from the
site www.necrotales.com some years back. The idea
is to apply fine parallel lines to create the shadows
and highlights on flat surfaces such as large plate
scales.
In this example I started with the darkest colour and
applied streaks of paint of progressively lighter
colours on top of it. Each lighter step was applied
over the previous layer with no concern for whether
I was covering up some streaks. The idea is to
quickly build up a striated appearance, not paint
super precise lines.

Example of Painting Techniques in Use

The basecoat colour was applied to Reaper’s Giant
Cobra. The area depicted in these pictures is roughly
equivalent to a US $0.25 coin.

A dark blue-green wash was applied over the surface.
The wash brought out the detail of the scale sculpting,
but you can see that the wash did not settle into some of
the recesses. Also, it has noticeably darkened the
overall colour.

Shading was applied to areas in shadow using a thicker
mix of the wash colour. Four steps of highlight colours
were applied to upwards facing areas using
sidebrushing.. The definition wash between many
scales has been obscured by the highlights.

Examples of Class Snakemen

The scale lines were painted in by hand. The original
wash colour was used in lighter areas. A very dark blue
was used to line shadow areas. Had a second wash been
applied instead, it would have darkened the highlights,
and the scales would not be as cleanly defined.

More Information
I share painting tips, information, and photos in several places.
Painting articles: https://birdwithabrush.com
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/birdwithabrush
My patrons receive high resolution photo versions of all posts, and exclusive videos and documents.
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/birdwithabrush/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/wrenthebard
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpnzrLTpkE6K4IECQ0In9Jw

